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Starting Premises: corruption narratives

• Corruption hard to study/define

• Performativity of Corruption 
narratives (Butler 1997) … as 
‘speech acts’ (Austin 1955;  ) …. 
that bring social reality into being 
(‘dynamic nominalism’ – Ian 
Hacking 2002) 

• Corruption’ narratives like 
Witchcraft accusations - lens for 
analysing cultural norms and social 
relations (‘corruption is good to 
think with’ cf Levi-Strauss)



Have universities become 
more prone to corruption?

• Global/Institutional Context: 

• NPM & financialization of universities 
increases risk aversion

• Enterprise university model / 
academic capitalism promote rise of 
‘audit culture’ & logics of accountancy

• UNESCO + TI Reports found evidence 
that corruption has increased

• Pressure on unis to generate 
income/financialization -- new spaces 
of opportunity



Combatting University Fraud and Corruption: An Antipodean 
Story









Warnings from Serious Fraud 
Office

Performativity of corruption

• Cultivating climate of risk & 
anxiety has helped Big Four 
expand into new markets. 

• Anticorruption industry 

• Rise of ‘moral capitalism’ 
(Sampson 2016) … Ethics as 
vital company asset



Genealogy of the Anti-Fraud Hotline

Whistleblowers’ hotline was response to the Auditor General’s (2012) fraud prevention 
guidelines 
Also part of the Uni’s overall fraud prevention programme, overseen by Uni Council’s 
Audit and Risk Committee
Outsourced to a private company based Australia  to ensure confidentiality



Challenges 
of 
Researching 
one’s own 
Institution



Why the Big Four? 
Warriors of 
integrity ar agents 
of corruption? 
Accountancy firms’ 
long history of 
audit failure and 
corporate scandals



Conclusions

• Financial logics and the 
conflicts of interest in 
international accountancy 
firms. 

• Big Four collude in/exploit the 
risk and corruption they claim 
to ameliorate.

• Illustration of how commercial 
interests are capturing 
university assets … A new 
phase of academic capitalism 
& unbundling/marketising
public universities? 



Why Choose KPMG?
The UoA Audit and Risk Committee 

New Pro-Chancellor for University
18 January 2007

Roger France, a prominent chartered accountant and company director, has been elected 
Pro-Chancellor of The University of Auckland.
He will deputise for Chancellor Hugh Fletcher whose governance role includes chairing 
University Council meetings, and who presides at graduation ceremonies and represents the 
University on formal occasions.

Mr France has been on the University Council since 2001 and chairs its Finance Committee.
He was a partner of what is now PricewaterhouseCoopers for 15 years, concentrating on 
corporate advisory work. He served for a time as managing partner in Auckland and as a 
member of the firm's governance board.



Thank You!
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